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Before we have seen Nike Zoom KD IV according to their dream launched "weather" and full of childlike sense of "NERF",
presumably this two exciting combination, most fans of shoes will be knocked. This time, this classic shoes again launched
Christmas color new products, see this section of color and material, can't help but let us think of the Air Foamposite last year popular
metal copper color to. The shoes still feature the Hyperfuse structure and the black outsole of the Zoom Air air cushion. Looks
luxurious, the listing is expected in December, love friends please pay close attention to our follow-up reports.

graffiti art and Hip-Hop music are the vanguard elements of the trend culture of teenagers. Teen love of graffiti comes from the visual
impact of graffiti patterns and colors, and K-SWISS's Winmar range comes from skateboarding studies, so the color is bright and the
elements are concise. In addition to K-SWISS's classic five slashes mark, there are no more elements to express. But it actually
symbolizes a white wall, containing all kinds of imagination and creativity. 

as long as you love, you can use your imagination, as the Winmar is a white wall or a blank on the badge, only their own creation
pattern, a pair of graffiti and a chic badge, want most is appreciated and envious eyes, wearing a K-SWISS Winmar you might like a
graffiti masterpiece and a limited edition badge, return rate of 200%. 
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